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PREMIER LEISURE PROPERTIES

2019 YEAR IN REVIEW
I was listening to an interview with banking executive Hugh McColl
and he said mutual funds are a concern right now because as
people are getting wealthier in this economy, they are dumping
money into those “buckets” because they don’t know what to
do with their money. This phenomenon, coupled with an all-time
low yield on 10-year treasuries, keeps me thinking (and hoping)
that more investors start moving into more adventurous and
potentially higher yield investments in the leisure space in 2020.
Here’s what we saw in 2019:
GOLF
As predicted, 2019 was the year of portfolio sales and the
market cleared five prominent golf portfolios. The Dominion Golf
portfolio of five courses sold to Arcis Golf in April, while Drive
Shack continued with the disposition of their portfolio, selling
to many different buyers, and Concert Golf completed a longanticipated recapitalization of their portfolio in August. The Toll
Brothers portfolio of seven clubs sold to ClubCorp in October
and was positioned as a “strategic alliance” so it never hit the
open market. The HNA portfolio of eight courses, which they
purchased from Oki Golf in October 2016 for $137.5 million,
sold for $86.5 million in November. The Heritage Golf portfolio,
which CBRE marketed in 2018 and just missed closing in 2019,
transacted in January 2020. All of these portfolios could be
considered “cash flow” acquisitions, however most active buyers
in the space are still trying to buy underperforming clubs based
on a gross revenue multiple.

A 2019 NGF report showed that for the 13th straight year
closings exceeded openings in 2018. This trend has contributed
to another industry trend, the conversion of golf courses into
alternative uses, specifically residential. The other major trend
that will continue into 2020 will be member-owned clubs selling
to private owner/operators.
LAND
Not a week goes by that I don’t get at least two calls from
developers in vacation/second home markets wanting to sell.
Often purchased after 2008, owners were thinking it would
appreciate, but sadly it has not, due to the decline in vacation
home demand and substantial increases in construction costs.
Like last year, developers building homes fared much better
than those offering only lot sale programs in their communities.
Land will sell, but there remains a considerable gap between bid
and ask. Also, it typically takes over a year to complete these
transactions. Ground up construction financing for large resorts
is almost non-existent.
SKI / MARINA
Recent photos of “Lift Line Apocalypse” hit social media
regarding huge crowds at Vail as a result of fresh powder and
the proliferation of the Epic Pass. Other reports have surfaced
of crowded conditions at ski resorts owned by the other ski
behemoth, Alterra. There is no doubt that the Epic Pass and the
Ikon Pass have revolutionized the struggling ski industry by adding
stability to a weather-dependent industry. Much needed capital
is being deployed into ski resorts as a result of the popularity of
these global season passes, but evidently not fast enough. We

see this as “growing pains” for an industry versus
an “apocalypse” but for the time being you may
want to ski mid-week! Marinas are still trading
at favorable rates (7-10% capitalization rates)
compared to other properties in the leisure space,
due to better financing options and extremely high
barriers to entry. Similar to trophy golf resorts,
we’re seeing high net-worth buyers paying a
premium (sub 7% cap rate) for quality, well-located
marinas, when they become available.
As of the writing of this introduction, the stock
market is taking investors on a roller coaster
ride due to concerns surrounding the impact of
the coronavirus. Although many think this will be
short-lived, it could last through the early summer
and be the impetus of a recession many have
been anticipating. The other variable in 2020
is this is an election year and there is optimism
that the current economic cycle will be extended.
Regardless, at any point of an economic cycle,
there are great buying opportunities and we look
forward to discussing these with you in 2020.
Cheers!

Jeff Woolson
Managing Director
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GROSS REVENUE MULTIPLES (GRM) on our golf course transactions
and other verified golf course sales over the last five years have
averaged 1.5 with 2019 sales averaging 1.7. Even with obvious
redevelopment sales excluded, the average GRM increased last year
due to the portfolios that were sold on a cap rate or net income
multiple (NIM) basis, which we saw increase from 8.5 in 2018 to 9.2
in 2019. The Society of Golf Course Appraisers (SGA) reported an
average GRM of 1.45 in their 2019 annual report for 2018 activity,
with an average NIM of 8.6.

CBRE’s Golf & Resort Group specializes in the marketing of premier
leisure properties including golf clubs, ski resorts, marinas and
development land associated with each of these property types.

REUNION RESORT
Orlando, Florida
SOLD February 2019
Semi-Private Golf (54 Holes) / Tennis
Condos / Home Rental Program
Conference Center / Restaurants
Water Park / Developable Land

WILLOWS RUN
GOLF COMPLEX
Seattle, Washington
SOLD March 2019
Daily Fee Golf (45 Holes)

IRON CORRAL
AT AETNA SPRINGS
Napa County, California
SOLD May 2019
Developable Land
Vineyards

EAGLE RIDGE
RESORT
Galena, Illinois
SOLD May 2019
Destination Resort / Spa
Daily Fee Golf (63 Holes)
Conference Center / Restaurants
Tennis / Swimming
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Lakehouse Resort, California

Sur Mer, Bahamas

Hiddenbrooke, California

GlenLakes, Florida

RESORT

SKI

MARINA

DEVELOPABLE LAND

Bent Pine Land, Florida

Mission Hills Golf, California

Old Bahama Bay, Bahamas

MISSION
HILLS
NORTH

Makaha Valley, Hawaii

Mission Hills Land, California
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